Books

Our First Hero
of the Landscape
Park-Maker: A Life of
Frederick L a w Olmsted
by Elizabeth Stevenson
Macmillan, 420 pp., $17.95

Reviewed by Jane Holtz Kay
JHE foremost artist which the
New World has yet produced,"
a contemporary called Frederick
Law Olmsted. He was first in his chosen
field, building the nation's grandest parks
and designing much the better part of
what still passes for planned greenery in
our cities and suburbs.
It was Olmsted's twin talents of artist
and organizer that metamorphosed New
York City's Central Park from a grim and
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treeless parallelogram into a sylvan green
sward and that established green open
spaces from Buffalo to the Deep South.
From the first, when he framed the prin
ciples that saved Yosemite, to the last,
when he initiated the concept of the na
tional forest, Olmsted was far more than
the park-maker his biographer calls him.
Fortunately, Elizabeth Stevenson's label is
narrower than her book; the name is used,
one suspects, because Olmsted's real title
—land-shaper, city-designer, planner, or,
his own choice, "landscape architect"—
carries a less glamorous image.
At any rate, if it lies within the power
of biography, this book should bring new
worshipers to the man and to his work.
Its author writes in the literary tradition
of Louise Hall Tharp or Catherine
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Drinker Bowen. (Or perhaps one should
say that Elizabeth Stevenson writes within
her own "tradition," since her Henry
Adams won the Bancroft Prize.) She
labored eight years through Olmsted docu
ments, but the toil, like the pains of Olm
sted's own life, is submerged in the joy of
the work. Unlike Laura Roper's earlier
rendering of Olmsted's life, this is readable
and not too encyclopedic.
Stevenson relishes all the ages of Olm
sted : first, the son, simultaneously coddled
and slighted by an indulgent father; next,
the witness and recorder of England's con
toured landscape, "dumb-stricken by its
loveliness"; then, the Staten Island farmer,
restless in the cabbage rows on his way to
"infinity," as his father said; and finally,
the writer, who saw the social topography
of The Cotton Kingdom upon his solitary
horse and brooded over the nature of that
land. So strange a people are here, he
thought. How, his journal asked, could
such congenial company still hanker for
dogs to track down slaves for their "ani
mal machine"? He shared the wonder and
the horror with a large readership. The
wounds of the war that followed and of the
system that bred it would scar the land
he loved.
When he was almost forty, Olmsted
came of age, beginning his great career
with the transformation of Central Park.
That career went on to span four decades,
a continent, and many partners—men of
genius like Calvert Vaux, H. H. Richard
son, and Charles Eliot, or gifted disciples
like his sons and those who founded a pro
fession on his skilled teachings. Steven
son's treatment of the work on Central
Park, which Olmsted designed in concert
with Vaux, is remarkable in its sensitivity
to human and landscape issues. Her ac
count shows Olmsted developing the tal
ents that would serve him so well in later
life—"those of a sensuous, dreaming art
ist, and those of an imperious manager."
This mix of park-maker, autocrat, and
visionary has had few parallels in Amer
ica, except perhaps for Robert Moses. Not
surprisingly, the twentieth century's bru
tal, power-broking New York land-shaper
was the mirror image of Olmsted, as our
anti-environmental age of design has been
the mirror image of Olmsted's nineteenthcentury times. Olmsted foresaw and de
plored our budding evils; he fought the
exploitive attitude toward the land, the
speculators, the road-wideners, the unJane Holtz Kay is architecture critic for
The Nation and is currently writing a book,
"Lost Boston."
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J.HE vast Olmsted paper
legacy now sits in a precarious state in
his old studio-office in Brookline,
Massachusetts, awaiting a feasibility
report that will decide its future. The
National Park Service, studying
suggestions for the disposition of the
homestead with its 150,000 designs and
documents, will release its first report
late this summer. The works include
65,000 photos and original drawings,
many of them fragile, others representing
117 years of ongoing plans for cities and
towns, campuses and estates. (Many
places still rely on Olmsted maps and plans
to update or preserve his green legacy.)
After hurricane floods wrecked a
number of these documents in the studio's
subbasement, the rest were raised to dry
floors. Other dangers persist, however.
"What I would worry about are the glass
negatives and the film negatives with an
acid base," says William Alex, who took
the major inventory of them. "These are
deteriorating and can combust
spontaneously." The bucolic Olmsted
studio looks beautiful and intact, but a fire
could wipe out the precious collection—
a collection that has yet to be microfilmed.

Although the need for preservation
strikes landscape architects,
environmentalists, and urban greeners as
urgent, this month marks the fourth
anniversary of attempts to stabilize the
Olmsted legacy. In the past, the
Department of the Interior (the Park
Service's overseer) has rejected bills aimed
at doing so. The office of Senator Edward
M. Kennedy, who has sponsored the
bills, now hopes for a positive report and
eventual Park Service take-over. So do
most Olmsted devotees.
With the hero of environmental design
more prominent than ever, another issue
has emerged: Who will inherit his
treasure? Among the competing claimants
are the ever expanding Smithsonian
Institution (which wants his horticultural
material), the Library of Congress
(which hankers to join the historical
documents to its Olmsted collection), the
National Archives (after photographs),
and several universities.
Olmsted scholars and urbanists despair
over such fragmentation. They deplore
the removal of the Olmsted legacy from
its "natural home," as Alex puts it, Alex,
members of the American Society of
Landscape Architects, the Harvard
Graduate School of Design, and others
long for a "living archive" that would be
run by students and promote the use of
the designs in their original setting.
"There's an ambient quality about the

place," Alex muses, "and then there's a
beautiful index system. It's all there and it
works." In contrast, a rejected Harvard
plan for rehousing would have cost from
$6 million to $7 million.
Another thorny issue is money. The
Park Service has no precedent on which
to calculate payment. There is no
comparable holding, hence there can be
no precedent. The price set by owner
Artemus Richardson, head of the office
for almost three decades, is not known.
"It's difficult to come up with a value for
these things," says James Rienhardt,
Boston-based park planner for the service.
Notwithstanding, the signs are
promising. With overcrowding at park
sites, worries about energy-conservation
drives, and pressure to adjust its
Smokey-the-Bear image, the Park Service
could go for the more urban project.
Olmsted's plea for open spaces within
cities also coincides with a recent mandate
from Congress to the Interior Department
to better serve some 17 cities in or
near which 60 percent of the population
resides. The near-to-Boston home of the
founder of landscape architecture fits
in in many ways. "It isn't just Olmsted
the landscape architect," as Rienhardt
puts it. "It's Olmsted the conservationist.
It's Olmsted the writer. It's Olmsted
the total man." And what could be more
Olmstedian than saving and using his
total legacy? — J . H . K .

democratic exclusionists, even before he
could perceive how they would grow to
wreck so much of his legacy.
Our first hero of the landscape makes
a formidable subject then: intemperate
in both the genius of his place-making and
in his will to enforce it. A man of no great
physical stature and of poor health, Olmsted lived largely by his emotions. "Limping but spry," he crossed the continent
endlessly, returning to recharge with his
family and the "people [who] petted him."
He could view these admirers with selfmocking pleasure, Stevenson writes, and
could tolerate, fight, or cajole their opposites. Only the infamous Tweed ring would
eventually drive him from New York to
Boston.
There the work continued, as Olmsted
traded "being for doing." He displayed
"an ability to employ with ease the diverse
abilities of many men and the qualities of
trees and plants as well as stone and

masonry to make a design that answered
the craving in his own being." In the end,
a lifetime of overwork and unceasing
travel would send him in his final years
to confinement at the mental hospital he
had designed. But for four decades, the
craving and the vision sustained him.
That was not all that sustained Olmsted,
however, and Stevenson seems unconcerned with these larger impulses: the
social forces of the times. She is, to be
sure, no political or social historian, and
fails to give us a fuller sense of this
astounding era. It was an environmental
age, with or without Olmsted. Others had
secured the Central Park acreage and
brought this man to his calling in New
York at mid-century, just as others would
hire him to "do" Boston in 1869. His work
began in a nation of farmers and ended in
the era of the City Beautiful that his design
for the Columbian Exposition of 1893
helped create. At times, Stevenson forgets

that the Age of Olmsted was the age in
which America went from cottage industry to factory labor, from a homogeneous
people to a teeming immigrant one, from
the rural town to the industrial city as we
know it. One misses this context.
One misses it especially in Stevenson's
failure to assess the lifetime success of the
man (which she comprehends) and the
subsequent "failure" of his achievements
(which she barely suggests). For Olmsted
was not simply an artist whose art form
lingers on canvas in museums; he was a
designer upon the land, and his landscapes
can ravel. He was the founder of a profession whose original glories have seldom
been matched or enlarged upon. The essential question is "Why?" Why have his
plans in U.S. cities and suburbs eroded?
Of course, there is an essence that endures. In countless central or chain parks
("emerald necklaces") that essence may
be a city's salvation. But the ages after
Continued on page 31
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These are some things that were made—lovingly
and artfully—by hand. They were part of an exhibition
of several hundred handcrafted pieces from around
the world titled "In Praise of Hands."
Some, as you can see, were made just for fun, others
to be useful, and some for no better reason than that
the maker felt like it But whatever their puφose
and wherever on earth they came from, they all
speak the same language.
They speak to us of the things we have made, and the
things we use with our hands—the humble, everyday
things thatfitso easily in the hand and please the
fingers. And they remind us of the lasting pleasure of
simple things that are well made and well used, and
therefore much loved.
That's one reason we sponsored this exhibition. In our
business, as in many other American businesses, we
deal with peoplefiOmaround the world, and it helps to be
reminded that whatever our tongues may say, our
hands and hearts speak the same language. It helps, too,
to remind ourselves that individual initiative, individual
imagination and individual innovativeness are still
the basics of business in any language. Sponsorship
of art that reminds us of these things is not patronage.
It's a business and human necessity.
If your company would like to know more about
coφorate sponsorship of art, write Joseph F. Cullman 3rd,
Chairman of the Board, Philip Morris Incoφorated,
100 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017.

Philip Morris Incorporated
It takes art to make a company great.
' Makers of Marlboro, Benson & Hedges lOO's, Merit, Parliament, Virginia Slims and Multifilter;
Miller High Life Beer, Lite Beer and Personna Blades.
'In Praise of Hands" appeared at the Ontario Science Centre, Toronto, sponsored by
Benson & Hedges (Canada) Limited.
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Lincolnshire—165 acres of funjust outside Chicago.
Pick your own special place
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sailing. Bike, hike, swim or
spend the afternoon splashing
in the surf. Or just sit back,
relax and bask in luxury under
a warm, bright sun.
Whatever you think ofMarriott has it waiting. We'll
welcome you with all the service
and style our name has become
famous for. And Marriott people
who'll cater to your every wish
or whim, because we want to
make you happy.
For reservations or information about the variety of
vacation packages we have to
offer, call a professional—
your Travel Agent or toll free:

Park-Maker from page 27
Olmsted have not loved his open spaces
well enough to stop the unkind cuts: parking lots in Belle Isle, Detroit; expanding
institutions in Central Park; vandalism at
Prospect Park; expressways in Boston;
commercialism creeping up from Niagara
Falls; highways and freeways from Buffalo's Delaware Park to Louisville's
Cherokee; and litter and abuse on every
hand. Olmsted's pleasant carriageways—
"stems" for greenery, he called them—
have become bloated arteries for an autoindustrial age. The friends of this or that
park could not stay municipal encroachments or stop neglect. Why? Stevenson
does not deal with this.
Others have. The common criticism is
that Olmsted's Waldenesque retreats were
too pastoral for later times and that
this aristocrat designed scenery-watching
places for new urban masses who would
not—or could not—profit from a too pure
visual excellence.
However, a reading of Olmsted's life
confounds this critical view. It is clear that
Olmsted was a pragmatist par excellence
—incorporating active elements (skating,
rowing, walking) as well as passive ones
in his parks—and a public man as well,
coaxing robber baron Vanderbilt to turn
his estate into Gifford Pinchot's first na-

tional forest. Olmsted's picturesque plantings were not mere Victorian curlicues
but topographical adjustments—"a sandy
beach south of Chicago to be made into
a park, a scrubby and undistinguished
neighborhood of Bufl'alo to have parks and
parkways laid down upon it, a site in
Massachusetts to have a hospital for the
mentally ill, given a proper setting." He
was less romantic than our own exurbanites and more political than our city
planners.
Stevenson shows all that, and properly.
But she fails to convey her park-maker's
deeper misreading of the American temperament and of the American future.
Olmsted thought he could overcome the
folly of exclusionism and the speculative
attitude toward the land; he had the power,
the following, and the skill to do so. But
only for a time. The public landscape—
his "entering wedge . . . to a better way
of things"—would not suffice. The lesson
of Olmsted's time and of the time to come
was the impermanent nature of that
wedge when urban neglect, social inequity,
auto mania, and unleashed development
sliced away at it. Olmsted remains a fit
hero. Stevenson is an able canonizer. But
any book rooted in the land has still to
deal with that infertile soil. ®
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Take Me Out
to the Ball Game
Five Seasons
by Roger Angell
Simon & Schuster, 384 pp., $8.95

Reviewed by Peter Andrews

T

HE relationships between baseball
and its fans are among the most intricate and compelling in all of
sports. If the allure of this "old, intense
game," as Roger Angell calls baseball,
strikes at all, it generally strikes deeply
and early. The summer of 1945 was an
extremely important season for me. I had
just graduated from junior high school,
for the first time in my life a girl let me
kiss her with some seriousness, and I was
in the Polo Grounds on August 1, the day
Mel Ott hit his five hundredth home run.
I can still see Ott high-stepping into the
ball like an old lady leaping over a mud
puddle and lashing a high drive into the
Writer Peter Andrews retired from baseball
wJien they started throwing him curves.

upper right field stands against Johnny
Hutchings of the old Boston Braves.
I cannot recall the name of a single
teacher I studied under during that formative school year. I think the girl's name
was Sally, but I can't be sure anymore.
However, I can tell you the starting lineup
of the New York Giants that day in
August. It was Lockman, Hausmann, Ott,
Gardella, Weintraub, Lombardi, Kerr,
Jurges, and Mungo. The research department of the Saturday Review can check
that out if they want to, but I guarantee
you, there are some things in the world I
know and the starting lineups of the
Giants from 1940 through 1955 are among
them.
Baseball is a series of images caught
forever in the amber of recollection: the
malevolent Sal Maglie breaking a curve
ball in or near a batter's ear as the fancy
took him; Clint Hartung, the flop-eared
"Hondo Hurricane" who was going to
lead us all to the bright plains beyond but
somehow lost the way; the "Big Cat,"
Johnny Mize, who presided over first base
in such a magisterial fashion that he would

not deign to stretch for a throw if the infielder had been discourteous enough not
to dot the "i" on Johnny's jersey with the
peg—these are some of my memories.
Fans of other teams have theirs, equally
evocative. But we are all bound together by a common love for this quirky,
demanding game.
Those of us who are fans find baseball
a source of a dozen minor perfections.
Look at a box score in the morning newspaper someday. It is as compact and useful as a logarithm table, and by sifting its
curious figures, a knowledgeable fan can
reconstruct the hours of travail that took
place the day before. It is a model of statistical reportage. On the field, baseball is a
game of infinite possibilities and boundless
parameters. I have seen I don't know how
many hundreds of games in my life, and
no one situation is exactly like any that
has ever preceded it. The runner on base
may be half a step swifter or slower
afoot than the previous one; the pitcher
may be tiring just a tad or he may be
reaching back for new reserves of energy;
the air may be a bit heavier or lighter than
it was the inning before. These kinds of
possibilities exist in other outdoor sports
as well, but baseball is a game in such perfect balance that we in the stands are
given the opportunity to discuss these possibilities while the game is in progress.
Baseball and chess are the only two sporting enterprises I can think of where the
spectators can watch and critique at the
same time. It is exactly this unique element
of the game that people like Howard Cosell, who does not understand baseball,
find so boring; but those of us who love
the game find it the very heart of the matter. The bringing in of a relief pitcher is not
a "break in the action." It is a matter of
seminal importance that requires much
discussion. Is this move prudent? Is it
premature? Is it already too late? Indeed,
the removal of Jim Willoughby in the
eighth inning of the last game of the Red
Sox-Reds World Series in 1975 is still a
question of desperate concern in the Boston area and will be for years to come.
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SUPPOSE by now most nonfans have
thrown up their hands in despair over
this disquisition on a children's game.
But if you won't listen to me, will you
please listen to Roger Angell, who is, quite
simply, the best baseball writer ever? Angell's first baseball book. The Summer
Game, appeared in 1972 and was immediately established as the essential book
on any baseball fan's shelf. Now comes
Five Seasons, a series of stories, largely
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